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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two storage unit types can be configured in NetBackup?
(Select two.)
A. media manager
B. tape
C. NDMP
D. robot

E. deduplication
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following encryption methods is used by IPsec VPN
to encrypt the communication data stream?
A. Pre-shared key encryption
B. Public key encryption
C. Private key encryption
D. Symmetric key encryption
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A skateboard manufacturer uses route operations to schedule
resources and estimate units per hour. All products use the
sample sub assembly item and resource sanding process.
You observe an increase in the number of units a sanding belt
resource can produce. The production schedule is now inaccurate
due to the number of units the sanding belt line can produce.
You must make a permanent change to the number of units the
resource can produce for all future orders.
You need to adjust the process quantity on the route operation.
Which three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer,
move the appropriate actions form the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of following is the correct description of the
OperationCenter deployment method? (Multiple Choice)
A. Three-node deployment
B. Two-node deployment
C. Single-node deployment
D. Five-node deployment
Answer: B,C
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